Introduction
It is perhaps trite to point out that the law of international organizations is mainly developed through the practice of those organizations. Questions relating to the powers and competence of these arise and are resolved in the day-to-day activities of persons involved in such organizations. 1 The fact that international organizations cannot have resort to the contentious jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice 2 means that the principal vehicle for obtaining judicial input into questions relating to their powers and competence is the advisory jurisdiction of the International Court 5 It is thus by no means surprising that the key cases dealing with the la w of international organizations are advisory opinions of the Court, and that these cases simultaneously develop the law concerning the advisory jurisdiction of the Court. As advisory opinions are not frequently requested by the United Nations and its specialized agencies, any opportunity given the Court to develop these aspects of the law is usually to be welcomed.
However, two recent opinions of the ICJ. dealing with the competence of international organizations and the extent of the Court's own advisory jurisdiction, have been greeted with more than usual controversy. In these opinions, the issue of the competence of international organizations arose only tangentially as the questions put to the Court concerned a matter of substantive law which was apparently not connected to any particular exercise of power by the organizations involved: the legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons. 4 In the first opinion, the Court was asked the following question by the World Health Organization (WHO): See, eg ., the various matters (especially the selected legal opinions) recorded In the volumes of the United Nation* Juridical Yearbook.
See Art. 34(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice: "Only States may be parties In cases before the Court.' It should however be noted that questions relating to the competence of international organizations may arise 'incidentally' in contentious cases between states. This arises where a decision of that organization affects the rights and duties of the contending states and where one party requests that the Court refuse to apply that decision. The Issue is, of course, that of judicial review and it has been most prominent recently In the international sphere In relation to decisions of the Security Council of the United Nations. The question whether the International Court of Justice has this power In contentious cases has been raised In the second request, the General Assembly of the United Nations asked the Court the following question:
Is the threat or use of nuclear weapons in any circumstance permitted under International law?
The Court decided by 11 votes to 3 not to render an advisory opinion in respect of the WHO request and decided by 14 votes to 1 to respond to the question put to it by the General Assembly. In the General Assembly Opinion, the Court considered the merits of the question put to it and came to the conclusion, inter alia, that:
the threat or use of nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict and in particular the principles and rules of humanitarian law;
However, in view of the current state of international law, and of the elements of fact at its disposal, the Court cannot conclude definitively whether the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be lawful or unlawful in an extreme circumstance of self-defence, in which the very survival of a State would be at stake; 5 The decision on the merits raises many interesting questions of substantive international law. These issues have been commented on elsewhere, 6 and this article does not intend to address them. The focus of our concern here is an examination of the Issues, arising from the opinions, which relate to the competence of international organizations and the advisory jurisdiction of the International Court. The first of these two areas of discussion is significant because the ruling of the Court in the WHO Opinion constitutes the only decision to date in which the present ICJ has denied that an international organization has a power which it claims to possess. It will thus be instructive to examine the reasoning on which this decision is based, particularly as it seems to depart from previous jurisprudence of the Court in relation to the competence of International organizations. Discussion of the second area -the advisory jurisdiction of the ICJ -is important in the light of calls that have been made for a greater use of advisory opinions by those bodies authorized to request opinions. 7 In addition, there have also been proposals to extend the number of bodies that can make use of the advisory facilities of the Court. It has been suggested, for instance, that the Secretary General of the United Nations should be able to request opinions of the Court. 8 Arguments have also been put forward for individual states and national courts to be able to have recourse to the Court's advisory jurisdiction. 9 If these proposals are successful, it will be all the more important to have an understanding of the extent of the advisory jurisdiction of the Court and of how the Court exercises this competence. This article does not intend to cover the entire breadth of issues concerning the advisory function of the Court, but will concentrate on the questions raised by the Nuclear Weapons opinions about the Court's advisory jurisdiction. These Include the issue of whether any and all matters are suitable for submission to the Court in advisory proceedings, the extent of the competence of specialized agencies of the United Nations to request advisory opinions of the Court and the Court's discretion to decline a request to provide an opinion.
The WHO Opinion is particularly significant because it denotes the first time that the ICJ has refused to render an advisory opinion requested of it 10 Similarly, the decision of the Court in General Assembly Opinion is significant because It 4s the first advisory opinion delivered by the Court to deal with a question not relating to institutional matters currently before the requesting organ or to a particular factual situation constituting the subject of dispute in the relevant organ.
In the oral and written statements presented to the Court in respect of the two requests, a number of states (Including four of the five declared nuclear weapons states) raised objections to the admissibility of the requests before the Court. These states objected to the admissibility of the request by the WHO on the ground that the to render an opinion on the ground that the question put to it related to a dispute between two states, one of which was neither a member of the League of Nations nor a party to the Statute of the Court. As that State had not given its consent to the settlement of the dispute by the Council of the League, the Court could not give an opinion on a reference from that body.
question of the legality of the use of nuclear weapons did not come within the competence of that Organization. This was therefore the first question addressed by the Court in the WHO Opinion. Relying on Article 65(1) of its Statute and Article 96(2) of the Charter, the Court held that three conditions must be satisfied In order to found the jurisdiction of the Court when a request for an advisory opinion is submitted to it by a specialized agency: [1] the agency requesting the opinion must be duly authorized, under the Charter, to request opinions from the Court [2] the opinion requested must be on a legal question; and [3] this question must be one arising within the scope of the activities of the requesting agency."
The WHO clearly satisfied the first condition, 12 but the second and third conditions proved to be more controversial.
2 Did the Questions Put to the Court Have a Legal Character?
The question whether the second condition (I.e. whether the questions put to the Court were of a legal nature) could be satisfied arose in relation to both the General Assembly and the WHO requests, In both proceedings a number of states argued that the question before the Court was political, not legal, and that the matter would be better dealt with in diplomatic fora. 13 It was argued that the question was not only of a political nature, but that the request was politically motivated and that the Court should not be tempted to enter into political debates (in this case the overall issue of nuclear disarmament). 14 was a legal one, 15 and that an advisory opinion from the Court would clarify the legal position for states and could contribute to the ultimate goal of nuclear disarmament 16 The Court had no problem in ruling that both of the questions submitted to it were of a legal nature. It relied on its dictum in the Western Sahara Advisory Opinion, in which it had stated that questions 'framed in terms of law and raisflng] problems of international law ... are by their very nature susceptible of a reply based on law ...
[and] appear ... to be questions of a legal character'. 17 With respect to the questions before It, the Court held that it would have to Identify existing rules and principles, interpret them and apply them to the threat or use of nuclear weapons. It would have to identify the obligations of states under rules of law and assess whether the use of nuclear weapons would conform to those obligations. The reply given would thus be based on law. 18 The Court further held, consistently with its previous Jurisprudence, 19 that the fact that the question also had political overtones or that the request for the opinion was politically motivated did not deprive the Court of its jurisdiction.
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Clearly this part of the Court's decision (dealing with the Court's jurisdiction 21 ) was correct The Court's duty in deciding cases brought before it (including advisory opinions) is to apply the sources of law laid down in Article 38(1) of the Statute. In so far as a question before the Court raises issues covered by those principles, that question has a legal nature within the competence of the Court. Thus, it is only in cases where the law provides no basis for decision that the Court's competence would be excluded. Indeed, this point may be considered so basic now that it is has been described as one of the few problems concerning the Court's advisory jurisdiction that has finally been resolved. The main question raised in the WHO proceedings was whether the WHO was competent to deal with the legality of the use of nuclear weapons. Arguments put to the Court by various states differed greatly on this issue. The Court, by 11 votes to 3," held that the WHO did not have the competence to request an advisory opinion on the question and thus refused to respond to it 24 According to the Court, the question of the legality of the use of nuclear weapons did not fall within the mandate of the WHO. It held that the Organization was only authorized to 'deal with the effects on health of the use of nuclear weapons, or of any hazardous activity, and to take preventive measures aimed at protecting the health of populations in the event of such weapons being used or such activities engaged In.' 25 The question put to the Court did not relate to the 'effects of the use of nuclear weapons on health, but to the legality of the use of such weapons in view of their health and environmental effects '. 26 According to the Court, the competence of the WHO to deal with health matters is not dependent on the legal or illegal nature of the acts that gave rise to the situation. The WHO has a mandate to deal with human health and it must carry out its tasks whatever the cause of a deterioration of health. The Court pointed out that the competence of international organizations is governed by 'the principle of speciality': "That is to say, they are Invested by the States which create them with powers, the limits of which are a function of the common interests whose promotion those States entrust to them.' 27 Thus, unlike states, which have a general competence to act an international organization can only act where it has been entrusted by the states with the power to act 28 The grant of the power to act may either be express or It may be implied from the constituent Instrument of the organization, but such an implication may only be made where such powers are necessary for the fulfilment of duties entrusted to the organization.
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In addition to the 'principle of speciality', the Court also relied on the fact that the WHO is a specialized agency within the United Nations 'system'. It held that in determining the powers conferred on the WHO by its Constitution, 'due account [must be taken] of the logic of the overall system contemplated by the Charter'.
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According to the Court, the functions of the WHO, within that system, are 'necessarily restricted to the sphere of public "health" and cannot encroach on the responsibilities of other parts of the United Nations system'. 31 The Court further stated that:
there Is no doubt that questions concerning the use of force, the regulation of armaments and disarmament are within the competence of the United Nations and lie outside that of the specialized agencies. Besides, any other conclusion would render virtually meaningless the notion of a specialized agency; It is difficult to Imagine what other meaning that notion could have if such an organization need only show that the use of certain weapons could affect its objectives in order to be empowered to concern itself with the legality of such use."
Thus, it was held that the WHO was not competent to deal with the legality of the use of nuclear weapons and could not request an opinion from the Court on the point A number of comments can be made about this position of the Court and the reasoning on which it is based. Firstly, the Court's narrow construction of the implied powers of the WHO and of international organizations departs from the Court's own previous Jurisprudence. It should be noted that while the jurisprudence of the Court had established that implied powers can only arise by necessary implication and must be essential to the performance of the organization's duties, 33 the requirement of what is essential has been widely interpreted in previous advisory opinions. Eli Lauterpacht has observed that the Court, in determining what is essential to the performance of the functions of the UN for the purpose of implying a power, has not regarded the criterion of essentiality as meaning 'absolutely essential' or 'indispensable'. 34 What the Court has usually looked for is evidence that the power to be implied would enable the Organization to function to Its full capacity as expressed in its objects and purposes; in other words that the implied power would promote the efficiency of the Organization. Thus, in the Reparations for Injuries Opinion, the Court did not seek to decide whether the UN would be unable to perform its functions if it could not bring a claim on behalf of its agents; rather the Court stated that 'to ensure efficient and independent performance of these missions and to afford effective support to its agents, the Organization must provide them with adequate protection'. iS In the Certain Expenses advisory opinion, the Court stated, in relation to the UN, that 'when the Organization takes action which warrants the assertion that it was appropriate for the fulfilment of one of the stated purposes of the United Nations, the presumption is that such action is not ultra vires the Organization'. 36 In the Effect of Award of Compensation Made by the United Administrative Tribunal Opinion, the Court relied on the need to ensure the efficient working of the Secretariat 37 as justifying the power of the General Assembly to set up an Administrative Tribunal, albeit in the context of a provision in the Charter referring to the paramount consideration of securing the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity in the employment of staff.
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Thus the Court has been rather liberal in Implying powers for the UN. 39 It has done so where it can be shown that the power claimed relates to and is directed at achieving the purposes and functions given to the Organization by its constituent instrument The Court has not sought to imply powers only from expressly given powers or from particular stated provisions of the constituent instrument, but has Implied powers by taking into account the general purposes of the Organization and the conditions of international life. 40 Some have even argued that the consequence of this approach is to suggest that International organizations have inherent powers to perform any acts which are directed at attaining the aims of the organization. 41 According to this school of thought, the only restrictions on the powers of an International organization are, firstly, to act within their alms and purposes; secondly, to not perform acts which they are expressly precluded from performing; thirdly, to act through the proper organs: and fourthly, the principle that these organizations do not have general inherent Jurisdiction over the Member States. Although this inherent powers school has been the subject of some criticism, 42 it can be observed that the effect of the theory is in practice and those powers which must be Implied because they are necessary to Implement the the same as the principle utilized by the Court 43 the purposes of the organization and the effectiveness of its operations in carrying out its functions are the main limiting factors. Action which can be shown to contribute to thefulfilment of those purposes or which would promote the effectiveness of the organization in carrying out its given functions is within the competence of the organization as long as it is not expressly excluded.
The liberality with which the Court has treated the powers of international organizations has not been evident only in relation to implied powers but also in the construction of the express powers of those organizations. The wording of the WHO Opinion might lead to the conclusion that the Court was applying the same principles as those just referred to. The Court cited some of the cases mentioned above, stated that the powers of international organizations are only limited by the common Interests whose promotion the Member States entrust to the organization, and acknowledged that those organizations may exercise their functions to the fullest extent as long as there is no restriction on that exercise. 45 In truth, however, the Court has not been faithful to the established principles. Whilst the Court stated that none of the express functions of the WHO has 'a sufficient connection with the question before it', 4 * it is clear that it took a restrictive view of those functions and the level of connection required. By stating that the competence of the WHO is confined to 'effects on health of the use of nuclear weapons, or of any other hazardous activity, and to take preventive measures aimed at protecting the health of populations in the event of such weapons being used or such activities engaged in', 47 the Court took a restrictive view of the competence of the organization and was not satisfied that the exercise of the power under consideration (to consider the legality of the use of nuclear weapons) would promote the objectives of the organization. The Court confined the competence of the organization to matters that arise after an act with debilitating effects on health has occurred. A truly preventive role of the organization is thus Ignored by the. words emphasized in the quotation above. The organization is apparently debarred from engaging in activity that might lead to the non-occurrence of acts (including the use of nuclear weapons) certain to damage health and can only respond in the light of such events happening. ignores or denies the WHO the possibility of acting to control the use of nuclear weapons. The Court's conclusion would seem to undermine Article 1 of the WHO Constitution, which states that 'the objective of the World Health Organization ... shall be the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health', and Article 2(v), which provides that the organization may 'generally ... take all necessary action to attain the objective of the Organization'. A full exercise of the function of the WHO would surely allow it to take action to prevent the occurrence of acts known to be damaging to health. Such action would clearly be taken in furtherance of the objectives of the organization.
Whilst there may be a certain intuitive feeling that the WHO should not be used to engage in political action and that the prevention of the use of nuclear weapons is political, it must be remembered that the ruling of the Court is not only confined to the use of nuclear weapons but extends to 'all hazardous activity'. 48 Thus, the WHO is prevented from dealing with the legality of any activity that is dangerous to health. Would this have been the holding of the Court if the question had been whether the WHO is competent to propose a convention banning or restricting the use of narcotic substances or tobacco 49 or outlawing the use of asbestos building materials or prohibiting the use of infected blood in transplants? 50 These examples would suggest that the WHO can engage in activity which 'deals with' the legality of hazardous activity where the focus is the prevention of harm to human health. More specifically, it must be remembered that Article 2(k) of the WHO Constitution empowers it 'to propose conventions, agreements and regulations, and make recommendations with respect to international health matters ...'" Can it be said that a convention dealing with the use of a substance or thing that is known to cause significant damage to human health does not deal with a health matter? Such a convention would certainly be action taken for the purpose of attaining the highest possible level of health. 52 The point, therefore, is that in the sense that the WHO has the capacity to propose treaties dealing with such activity it has the competence to engage in action affecting the legality of such activity. The Court would thus appear to be wrong in stating that the organization can only deal with effects on health and not with legality.
To say that the WHO has some competence to deal with matters touching on the legality of the use of nuclear weapons is not, however, to say that it can deal with all matters relating to the legality of the use of such weapons. The competence argued for here is a limited one: it relates only to the ability to promote treaties directed at controlling the use of nuclear weapons. The WHO would thus not be competent to examine whether a particular state has acted in contravention of international law in using nuclear weapons (unless any treaty specifically gave It that power) or should not be particularly concerned with whether any threatened use or posture is compatible with international humanitarian law. In this respect, the Court is right to state that the competence of the WHO is to address the negative effects of the use (or potential use) of nuclear weapons and that in this task it need not concern itself with whether such use would be lawful or not. However, as a general matter, the organization would not be acting outside its remit in seeking to bring about legal controls on conduct which would have a significant, widespread and direct effect on human health.
The question that may then be asked is whether nuclear weapons are within the same class as other activities detrimental to health, such as those considered above (tobacco smoking, narcotic abuse, use of asbestos materials or infected blood). Would a convention dealing with the legality of nuclear weapons really be a convention dealing with a health matter? It may be asserted that the raison d'etre of nuclear weapons is defence and that the effect on health is secondary. Weapons are primarily a defence matter and not a health concern. However, a similar assertion would be true of any other human activity affecting health. These activities serve other purposes but are found to have harmful health effects. It is those harmful effects that make those activities also a health concern.
It may also be argued that if it is agreed that the presence of harmful effects on health brings a matter within the competence of the WHO, then an unduly large and inappropriate number of activities would be considered health matters and would thus be subject to WHO regulation. 53 However, it is clear that the WHO has responsibilities in the area of health (including that of proposing conventions) and if a matter is known to have a significant bearing on human health, it is difficult to see how the matter is legally excluded from its scope of consideration. Whether a matter Is a 'health matter' within the meaning of Article 2(k) should be dependent on whether it has a significant and direct effect on public health. It is clear that the use of many (if not most) nuclear weapons would have a long-lasting effect on human health in a general (i.e. not isolated) manner. Nuclear weapons are different from other weapons in that their use would create a situation (after the event) which directly and significantly threatens the health of those in the area. This threat arises directly from the use of those weapons, not from the resulting destruction. In this sense, it can be said that the use of nuclear weapons is a health matter, even if it is also a matter of great political weight The WHO would therefore appear competent to propose conventions (under Article 2(k)) concerning nuclear weapons in the same way that it may propose a convention on, say, tobacco control. Nevertheless, it may be argued that, given that the WHO's focus on the issue is only from one perspective (i.e. health), the question of the use of nuclear weapons may more appropriately be dealt with by other international bodies and should thus not be held to be within the competence of the WHO. 54 This reasoning was supported by the Court when it stated that the competence of the WHO must also be interpreted in the light of the system created by the UN Charter." Whilst it is evidently correct to proceed on the basis of the 'logic of the overall system contemplated by the Charter', 56 one must be clear as to what this logic is. The Court proceeded on the assumption that each specialized agency of the UN has a discrete area of operation separate from that of the other agencies. For the Court, the essence of having specialized agencies is that they each have specialized functions which differ from those of the others. The Court thus assumed that once a function falls within the competence of one specialized agency, it is therefore excluded from the functions of the others. This is evident from the Court's statement that the responsibilities of the WHO are necessarily restricted to the sphere of public health 'and cannot encroach on the responsibilities of other parts of the United Nations system'. The Court continued, '[a]nd there is no doubt that questions concerning the use of force, the regulation of armaments and disarmament are within the competence of the United Nations and lie outside that of the specialised agencies. Besides, any other conclusion would render virtually meaningless the notion of specialised agency ...'"
It cannot be correct to suggest that there can be no overlap of functions among specialized agencies or between the UN and the specialized agencies. 58 That legitimate overlap does exist is evident from the constitutions of the specialized agencies as well as from their practice. The Preamble to the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) includes among its objectives 'the protection of the worker against sickness, disease and injury arising out of his employment'. This objective takes the ILO into the area of health and overlaps with the competence of the WHO. For its part, the WHO's mandate also seems to fall within that of the ILO in that Article 2(i) of its Constitution states that the functions of the organization include the promotion 'in cooperation with other specialised agencies where necessary, [of] the Improvement of nutrition, housing, sanitation, recreation, economic or working conditions and other aspects of environmental hygiene' (emphasis added). There is thus clear overlap in the functions and objectives of the two organizations. In practice, the ILO has proposed various conventions and recommendations dealing with the health of workers. 59 This cannot mean that the WHO is incompetent to deal with health issues affecting workers. Similar overlaps can be found in the work of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP, a subsidiary organ of the UN General Assembly) or in the activities of these organizations and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in respect of the transport of nuclear fuel by sea. The IMO has formulated a Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Waste in Flasks on Board Ships (INF Code) and the IAEA has also promulgated regulations for the transportation of radioactive material. 60 While it is true that work in this area is being carried out in cooperation by the three organizations, it cannot be said that any one of these organizations could be deprived of competence over this issue solely because it is within the competence of another organization. Care must therefore be taken in construing the powers of one organization based on the powers of another. To do this would be a reversal of the principle that an organization can exercise its function to the full extent as long as its statute does not Impose restrictions on it 61 It would also negate the principle that the limits of the powers of an international organization are a function of the common interests entrusted to that organization. 62 Indeed, to suggest that one specialized agency cannot encroach on the responsibilities of others might even discourage cooperation among agencies. This would be an unfortunate situation: cooperation among agencies can only enrich their work as it brings different perspectives to the issues. However, the desirability of cooperation should not be taken to affect the legal competence of these organizations. While cooperation should be encouraged in all areas, legal competence to address an issue should not be denied an organization on the ground that it would benefit from consulting another agency or even that another agency would be better placed to address the question. This is a concern which needs to be taken into account at the political, administrative and technical levels. An organization which does not engage in such necessary consultations might well find itself engaging in activities which remain ineffective. Likewise, an organization which performs acts that are within its competence but which are more squarely within the competence of another organization and would be better handled by that organization is likely to find itself subject to the criticism of Member States. 63 However, this is not to say that the organization is acting ultra vires.
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The underlying point is that it is wiser to adopt a broad, rather than narrow, construction of the competence of each international organization. Such an approach would allow for a more complete attack on international problems. This broad competence is particularly apposite in a situation where the work of the organization is subject to the approval of Member States (for instance, where the relevant work is the formulation of conventions). In such a situation, the organization's work is still subject to review and the organization cannot adversely affect the rights of a member.
In the WHO Opinion, the Court signalled that it will narrowly construe the competence of specialized agencies of the UN, particularly in cases where other organizations are better placed to perform the task sought to be undertaken by the agency in question. The Court seems to have been enticed by the argument that the WHO, in considering the issue of the legality of the use of nuclear weapons, was engaging in 'politica]' matters lying within the remit of the UN and therefore outside the competence of a specialized agency. That such a matter would have ramifications for the achievement of the objectives of the WHO was not sufficient argument to justify the organization having competence over it. In short the Court seemed to be saying that specialized agencies should confine their attention to technical and functional matters. As has been noted above, this is a departure from previous cases where the notion of giving full effect to objects and purposes of the organization was paramount However, those previous opinions of the Court dealt with the UN itself and might thus, in the opinion of some, be distinguishable from the principles that ought to apply to the competence of specialized agencies. This distinction notwithstanding, this writer would argue that the same test ought to be applied to the competence of international organizations and that such test should be one which gives those organizations room to achieve their goals.
To return to the question of whether the WHO was acting within its competence In putting this question to the Court if one accepts that the WHO has some competence to engage in acts dealing with the legality of nuclear weapons, the issue ought to be whether the question asked was directed at those acts within its competence, for " See White, supra note 39, at 148-151. for a discussion of the withdrawal of the US from HO and the US and UK from UNESCO on the ground that those organiiations were engaging In 'political' activity beyond their mandate. An equally difficult issue, and one not satisfactorily dealt with by the Court, concerns the competence of the WHO to request an advisory opinion on whether the use of nuclear weapons would be a breach of the WHO Constitution. It is arguable that even if the WHO was not competent to deal with the legality of the use of nuclear weapons under general international law, it was entitled to discuss, and thus to seek an opinion on, whether certain obligations arise for states in relation to such use under its Constitution. Arguably, the interpretation of the constituent instrument of an international organization is always a matter within the functions of that organization; it is thus always entitled to request an advisory opinion from the Court on the point. Of course, this is not to suggest that the Constitution of the WHO does contain obligations for states in relation to the use of nuclear weapons. It is simply to say that the WHO, and indeed its members, were entitled to know whether there were such obligations for Member States. One might go further to argue that the WHO is entitled to seek an interpretation of its Constitution even if the interpretation given would not materially affect the concrete functions to be carried out by the organization. It is clear that if obligations arise for states under the constituent instrument of an international organization, these are still treaty obligations, though their fulfilment might not materially affect the organization's functioning. The Court, however, took a different view. It held that 'the WHO is not empowered to seek an opinion on the interpretation of its Constitution in relation to matters outside the scope of its functions'. 65 This ruling can prompt a number of possible interpretations. The first is that the Court was implying that interpretation of the constituent instrument of an international organization does not always lie within the scope of the functions of the organization. Thus, an organization is not automatically entitled to request an advisory opinion on this matter unless such interpretation would materially affect its work. This construction of the Court's position flows from the fact that Article 96(2) empowers an authorized specialized agency to request opinions on legal questions 'arising within the scope of their activities'. If one takes the view that an international organization is always entitled to interpret Its constituent " iq Reports (1996), at 82. para. 28. Contra, the statement of Judge Weeramantry In his dissenting opinion: 'I find it difficult also to accept that an organ of the United Nations, empowered to seek an advisory opinion on a question of law, has no competence to seek an Interpretation of its own Constitution.' JttA at 128-129.
instrument then this in itself is a matter which validly arises within the scope of its activities. It therefore follows that it may legitimately seek an opinion on the point. Thus, for the Court to deny an organization the power to request an advisory opinion on the matter is to say that interpretation of the constitution in respect of the question asked does not validly or properly come within the activities of the organization. Another construction that can be given to this ruling is that the Court did not dismiss the WHO's request in so far as it related to the WHO Constitution, but rather answered the question in the negative. This is the view of at least two of the dissenting judges. Judge Shahabuddeen stated that, in holding that the WHO has no competence to address the question of the legality of the use of nuclear weapons, the Court Implies a finding that, under the Constitution of the WHO. a Member State has no obligation not to use weapons, such as nuclear weapons, which could result in health and environmental effects, for. If a Member State had such an obligation, the WHO would have had some competence to address a question of the legality of a use of weapons which might have occurred In breach of the constitutional obligation."
This construction of the Court's opinion is based on the view that the interpretation of an international organization's constituent instrument is always a matter falling within the activities or within the functions of that organization and that the organization always has some competence to address in some way the breach of its constitution. In this view, to say that an organization does not have the competence to address the legality of a particular situation is to say that its constitution has nothing to say on the matter.
The third interpretation that can be given to the Court's opinion is that, whether or not an international organization may be (or is) entitled to interpret its own constitution, this is not the sort of activity referred to in Article 96(2). The activities indicated there are material activities of the organization; activities that have a bearing on the organization's work. Thus, if the legal question that has arisen in the organization does not have a bearing on its work, the organization is not entitled to request an advisory opinion on the matter. According to this interpretation, the mere fact that a legal question may arise as to whether a course of conduct followed by one of its members is consistent with the organization's constituent Instrument is not sufficient if the legality of that conduct will not affect the character of action to be undertaken by or within the organization. This interpretation starts from a presumption that the advisory function of the Court in relation to specialized agencies is intended as a means to assist them in the resolution of legal questions which affect See the dissenting opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen. ibid, at 99 and also Judge Weeramantry. The finding that the matter is "outside the scope of Its functions" Is itself an Interpretation of WHO'S Constitution and. In reaching this conclusion, the Court Is In effect interpreting WHO's Constitution In response to WHO's request' Ibid, at 128. Note that the UK. In addressing the question whether the Court should respond to the WHO request In so far as it dealt with the WHO Constitution, focused Its arguments on the fact that the WHO Constitution did not contain any obligations for states with respect to the use of nuclear weapons. In reality, this was an argument on the merits of the request and not on its admlssibUlty. See Written Statement of the Government of the United Kingdom (WHO Request), at 35-40. their work. The implication is that the advisory function is there to provide those organizations with a means of resolving legal questions on which concrete aspects of their work depend. The question should not be a fanciful one, and it should be one whose answer will materially affect decisions to be taken within the organization. The Court held that the question put by the WHO did not meet these requirements and it was for this reason that the request for an advisory opinion was dismissed. Thus interpreted, the Court's opinion says nothing on the general competence of international organizations to interpret their constitutions. Rather, it only addresses the Issue of when they can seek assistance from the Court in the task of such interpretation.
While this third interpretation is probably the one that the Court intended to give, the questions raised by the other two cannot be lightly dismissed. These questions may not have been in the minds of the judges in the majority, but they do nonetheless emerge from the logic of the opinion. Firstly, it is submitted that an international organization is always entitled to interpret its own constitution and that this is itself a valid activity of international organizations. When states create an international institution and accept certain obligations in its regard, it must be assumed that a forum will be established for discussing matters arising in the context of that institution and that the functions of the institution will include discussion of the obligations they have undertaken. The proposition that interpretation of the constituent instrument will first arise within the organization Itself was accepted by the International Conference that drew up the United Nations Charter 67 and has been accepted by writers in relation to other international organizations. 68 In particular, Article 75 of the WHO Constitution makes it clear that the Health Assembly is competent to interpret that document. 69 Secondly, it is arguable that an organization always has some competence to deal with breaches of its constitution. This competence may be limited and the steps the organization may take in the event of such breaches may have limited practical effect, but one can say that the breach of an organization's constitution is always a matter within the scope of concern of that organization and always a matter on which the organization can take some action (whatever that action may be). 70 The Court seems to have ignored this possibility. By so doing, the Court's opinion may well have limited the prospect of international organizations obtaining assistance from the Court on a matter (the breach of their constitution) they are entitled to discuss.
The drafting history of the Charter and Statute does not shed any light on the 'constitutional or' had been dropped so that the provision provided that the General Assembly may authorize organs of the UN and specialized agencies to request advisory opinions on 'questions of a juridical character arising within the scope of their activities'. 77 Why this was done is not indicated in the records of the San Francisco Conference.
Nevertheless, the removal of specific reference to the constituent instruments of specialized agencies does not appear to have materially affected the interpretation to be given to Article 96(2). Firstly, there had always been the condition that the question should arise within the scope of the activities of the agency concerned and it is that requirement that would have been most important. Thus, there would still have been the issue of whether the matter arose within the scope of activities of the organization and the question would still have arisen whether all questions of interpretation of an organization's constitution necessarily lay within the scope of that organization's activities. 78 Secondly, the words 'legal questions' include constitutional questions and it might well be for this reason that the specific reference to constitutional questions was removed.
The WHO Opinion thus seems to establish that in deciding on the admissibillty of a request for an advisory opinion from a specialized agency the Court will not regard as sufficient the fact that such request is for an interpretation of the agency's constituent instrument The key question here is whether the Court's determination of the question will have a bearing on the work entrusted to that agency (i.e. if any particular function of that agency is dependent on such determination) and whether consideration of the question has been entrusted to the agency. The answer to be given must have some practical effect on what the organization is mandated to do. The Court appears to have excluded from its consideration the proposition that the interpretation of an organization's constitution is part of the organization's mandate. Perhaps it would have been better to make express what Judge Shahabuddeen thought was implied. Perhaps the Court ought to have accepted that the WHO had the competence to request an opinion in so far as it relates to its Constitution, but then hold that the WHO Constitution does not address the legality of the use of nuclear weapons and that the Member States thus have no obligations in that regard under that particular instrument. This would have avoided the unfortunate inference that it is possible for an organization to have no competence to determine whether a certain act would constitute a breach of its constituent instrument.
Alternatively, the Court may have dealt with the request by admitting the competence of the WHO to request an advisory opinion on the interpretation of its Constitution, but then used its discretion to decline provision of the requested opinion, hi this case, the ground for rejection of the request would have been that it was not bonafidc related to the organization's work, but was Instead 'directed to some ulterior purpose'. 79 It Is perhaps too early to determine the implications that the Court's holding on this point may have for subsequent requests for advisory opinions brought before the Court or even for the law of international organizations in general.
5 Do Requests from the General Assembly Have to Relate to the Work of That Organ?
In the proceedings before the Court a number of states argued that the Court should not respond to the General Assembly's request on the ground that, although Article 96(1) states that the General Assembly and the Security Council are entitled to request advisory opinions on 'any legal question', these organs are not entitled to request advisory opinions on matters unrelated to their work. 80 The argument made was that despite the difference of wording in Articles 96(1) and 96(2), the General Assembly and the Security Council are bound by the requirement in Article 96(2) that requests for advisory opinions may only be on matters within the scope of activities of the requesting organ. This argument was put forward by Kelsen many years ago:
The determination of any organ's jurisdiction Implies the norm not to act beyond the scope of Its activity as determined by the legal instrument instituting the organ. It is not very likely that it was intended to enlarge, by Article 96, paragraph 1, the scope of the activity of the General Assembly and the Security Council determined by other Articles of the Charter. Hence the words 'arising within the scope of their activities' in paragraph 2 of Article 96 are redundant" Kelsen's view finds some support 82 but Judge Rosalyn Higgins 83 has noted that a request for an opinion on a matter outside the scope of activities of the General Assembly or Security Council 'entails no substantive enlargement of the scope of the activity of the requesting organ -merely the seeking of advice'. Indeed, there is no See G. Fltnnaurice, The Law and Procedure of the International Court of Justice (1986), at 122. Fitxmaurlce states that The Court does not consider Itself to be directly concerned with the motives and considerations which have inspired any request, but clearly attaches importance to the request being bona fide required by the requesting organ for the purposes of its work.' He suggests that 'if the request related to something which had nothing to do with the work of the organ requesting it. and appeared to be directed to some ulterior motive', the Court may consider that 'it would not be acting conformably with its essentially judicial role In answering It'. Ibid, at 122. General Assembly Opinion. ICJ Reports (1996) . at 232-233. para. 11. Article 96 of the Charter reads thus:
1. The General Assembly or the Security Council may request the International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal question. 2. Other organs of the United Nations and sped allied agencies, which may at any time be so authorixed by the General Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of the Court on legal questions arising within the scope of their activities. H. Kelsen. The Law of the United Nations (1951). at 546. Pratap. supra note 72, at 61 and Rosenne. supra note 72. at 660. Schwebd mentions this view of Kelsen without expressing disapproval in 'Authorizing the Secretary-General of the United Nations to Request Advisory Opinions of the International Court of Justice'. In SchwebeL supra note 71 (1994). at 79. Higgins, supra note 7, at 577. question of 'enlargement' of the competence of these organs if the Charter expressly gives them the right to seek opinions on 'any legal question'. The view against permitting the General Assembly and the Security Council to seek opinions on matters outside the scope of their activities seems to be based on the supposition that those organs would have to discuss the matter in respect of which the advice is sought, and they may not be competent to do so. 84 However, it is possible to separate the request for an advisory opinion from the action to be taken as a result of that opinion. It is quite possible that, as occurred during the period of the League 85 and as has been subsequently advocated, the General Assembly or the Security Council may seek an opinion from the Court at the request of other international organizations. While the General Assembly or the Security Council may not have the competence to discuss the substance of the request. Article 96(1) gives them the right to seek advice which may then simply be passed on to the organ or organization with competence to act on it.
However, this issue proved to be unimportant in the present opinion. The Court avoided this debate altogether by holding that 'the question put to the Court has a relevance to many aspects of the activities and concerns of the General Assembly including those relating to the threat or use of force in international relations, the disarmament process, and the progressive development of international law'. 86 The Court found that the General Assembly had been given responsibility for all these matters by the Charter and the question was one that arose within the scope of the legitimate activities of the General Assembly. In addition, the Court noted that the General Assembly 'has a long standing-interest in these matters'. It has long been recognized that even when the Court has Jurisdiction to render an advisory opinion, it is not compelled to do so. 88 It lies within the Court's discretion whether or not it will give an opinion asked of it. 89 This discretion is provided for In M However, It may be argued that because Article 13 of the Charter gives the General Assembly the competence to 'initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of . Article 65(1) of the Court's Statute, which provides that "The Court may give an advisory opinion..." (emphasis added) and it has been confirmed in the jurisprudence of the Court. 90 Despite this discretion, the Court has also noted that a request for an advisory opinion should not in principle, be refused. 91 The reason given is that the Court is itself an organ of the United Nations and its response 'represents its participation in the activities of the Organization'. 92 The constitutional relationship between the Court and the United Nations thus ensures that there must be 'compelling reasons' for it not to render an advisory opinion requested of it Though the Court had never exercised its discretion to refuse to render an advisory opinion, scholars have suggested circumstances in which the Court should make such a decision. In the opinion of Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, the Court should refuse to render an opinion:
L if the Court felt that It could not do substantial justice in the matter, e.g. because essential facts were lacking which could not be made available to the court by the means at its disposal, or because the question was framed In an ambiguous or tendentious way; 11. if the question, though in a sense legal, involved an essentially legislative and non-judicial task, e.g. to make proposals for altering the law on some subject or for amending a treaty Instrument 111 if the request related to something which had nothing to do with the work of the organ requesting it and appeared to be directed to some ulterior purpose."
No doubt some would have felt that the current request met all these conditions. It was suggested that the circumstances in which nuclear weapons might be used were unclear, that the Court was being asked to play the role of legislator and that it was being asked to involve itself in the political process of disarmament. The Court adopted the following summary of the objections presented to it:
The question presented Is vague and abstract, addressing complex issues which are the subject of consideration among Interested States and within other bodies of the United Nations which have an express mandate to address these matters. An opinion by the Court in regard to the question presented would provide no practical assistance to the General Assembly in carrying out its functions under the Charter. Such an opinion has the potential of undermining the progress already made or being made on this sensitive subject and, therefore is contrary to the interest of the United Nations Organization.' 4
A. The Contention That the Question Was Vague and Abstract
In previous cases, the Court had stated that the contention that it should not respond to a request for an advisory opinion on the ground that the question posed was abstract was 'a mere affirmation devoid of any justification'. 95 The Court had noted the abstract nature of the questions put to it in these cases and held itself entitled to render an opinion. Indeed, in some of those cases the Court seems to have preferred the fact that the questions were abstract and not related to particular facts. 96 As Rosenne noted, the Court seems to have shown a marked tendency 'to treat questions submitted to it for advisory opinions as abstract questions'. 97 With this Jurisprudence, it was therefore unlikely that the same contention would in itself be held to prevent the Court from rendering an opinion in the case under consideration.
Nonetheless, there are discernible differences between the questions put before the Court in the present case and those the Court had previously dealt with. This was the first case in which the Court was asked to render an opinion on a legal question that was unconnected to any already existing situation under consideration by the requesting organ. The issue thus arises whether this is the sort of abstract question that the Court had in mind in its prior jurisprudence.
As has been noted on a number of occasions, there are ambiguities in the term 'abstract'. 98 The term may be taken to mean that the question before the Court is unrelated to any present factual situation (i.e. the question is hypothetical). Alternatively, it may be taken to signify that the question is couched in general terms, although relating to an existing situation, and is not specifically directed to that particular matter. In its previous decisions referred to above, the Court seems to have used the term 'abstract' in the latter sense. 99 " an those proceedings were certainly related to factual matters then under examination in the requesting organ. Nevertheless, the questions put to the Court did not specifically refer to those matters. They were couched in general terms. The Court therefore did not have to comment on the specific factual situations leading to the request (though it sometimes interpreted those questions in such as a way as to bring them closer to the necessities of the situation 100 ) but could give general advice which was nonetheless applicable to those situations.
Despite this difference, the Court simply applied its prior jurisprudence and thus dismissed the objection advanced. 101 In my view, this is unobjectionable. If the Court deals with a request framed in abstract terms, though related to an existing situation, and in doing so does not even comment on the situation Itself, there seems to be no reason why it should not respond to a request relating to a potentially factual situation. To decide otherwise would be to presume that the sole function of the advisory jurisdiction of the Court is the settlement of specific disputes that have arisen in the requesting organ. This is not the case, the function of the advisory jurisdiction is the provision of legal advice to the requesting organ. 102 The Court should not generally inquire into the purpose of that advice as long as -in the case of organs other than the General Assembly and Security Council -the advice relates to a matter within the competence of the requesting organ.
103 With respect to the General Assembly, this is particularly inappropriate as that organ is responsible for the progressive development of international law. In relation to the present opinion, the Court stated that 100 The Court went further to say that it 'will not have regard to the origins, or to the political history of the request or to the distribution of votes in respect of the adopted resolution'. 105 Furthermore, it is not for the Court to decide upon the effects that an advisory opinion will produce in the Internationa] community. That is essentially a political assessment which is up to the requesting organ to make, hi all probability, the Court will not be in a position to make such assessment. Thus, the argument that the opinion to be rendered by the Court would adversely affect disarmament negotiations was dismissed by the Court. 10 * The Court noted that there are varying views on the effect its conclusions might have and 'the effect of the opinion is a matter of appreciation'.
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Notwithstanding these comments, there might be situations where the Court should exercise its discretion not to render an advisory opinion on an abstract question. This would be the case where the nature of the matter is such that the opinion to be given is dependent on certain facts, and the facts available to the Court are insufficient for the proper formulation of a legal opinion. There may also be cases where the legal answer to a question may be dependent on the circumstances of the case, hi providing an opinion in such cases, the Court is bound to consider the types of situations (as opposed to specific situations) in which the legal question might arise. If these are reasonably within the perception of the Court there seems to be nothing to prevent the Court from examining the matter. Thus the fact that the Court might have to speculate on potential situations does not in itself appear to be a bar to the exercise of the advisory jurisdiction of the Court However, for situations where it may not be possible to foresee all the circumstances that may arise or where material facts are not available to the Court, the Court may decide whether to refuse to render an opinion.
108 hi contentious cases, the Court has stated that the responsibility of establishing a fact lies with the party that is relying on 1M General Assembly Opinion, IQ Reports (1996) . at 237. para. 16. 105 Ibid. Judge Oda, the only dissenting Judge on the question whether the Court should respond to the request of the General Assembly, took the view that It was permissible to Inquire into the motives of the General Assembly In requesting the opinion and the political history of the request. In his view, the General Assembly was in fact seeking the endorsement of a position (that the use of nuclear weapons was Illegal In all circumstances) and not asking a genuine question, Ibid, at 330 el seq, esp. paras 3.25 and 43 of his opinion. Also, there was no consensus in the Assembly on the adoption of the opinion. He held that these circumstances, together with the fact that the question was unrelated to any concrete dispute or concrete problem awaiting a practical solution (paras 50 -51) and the fact that In his view, the question was vague (paras 2. 110 the Court is perfectly entitled to refuse to render an opinion, or at least to refuse to speculate on what the law might be in those particular areas. The Permanent Court of International Justice stated as much in the Eastern Carelia Opinion. In that case, the probability that essential facts would not be brought before the Court, on account of Russia's non-participation in the proceedings, was one of the reasons (in addition to the lack of Russian consent) why the Permanent Court refused to render the opinion sought 111 It was argued that the present case fell into this category. The Court, it was held, would have to contemplate various scenarios in which nuclear weapons might be used, study various types of nuclear weapons and evaluate complex and controversial technological, scientific and strategic information. The Court, however, held that this would not be necessary. It would 'simply address the issues arising in all their aspects by applying the legal rules relevant to the situation'.
112 It therefore dismissed this objection. But this holding of the Court assumes what it had been asked to decide. The Court speaks of addressing the issues in all their aspects and applying rules relevant to the situation, though the contention is precisely that it would be difficult to identify all the aspects of the situation. In its conclusion, however, the Court seemed to suggest that it could not deal with all the aspects of the case; in operative paragraph E it held that 'in view of the current state of international law, and of the element of fact at its disposal, the Court cannot conclude definitively whether the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be lawful or unlawful in an extreme circumstance of self-defence, in which the very survival of a State would be at stake'.
To conclude on this point, it is permissible for the Court to speculate on various 'scenarios' in its advisory jurisdiction if this is necessary for an elucidation of the applicable legal rules. However, where it is not possible to foresee all the situations that may arise and the Court is in danger of giving an incomplete answer which could be misconstrued, the Court may decide not to render an opinion. Alternatively, the Court may render an opinion on the points which are clear and decline to give an opinion on those aspects which remain unclear this is in fact the approach that the Court took in relation to the General Assembly's request when it stated that the factual elements at the Court's disposal prevented it from reaching a definitive conclusion. Where the facts to be taken Into account by the Court do exist (such as the complex technological, strategic or scientific information that the Court was said to have needed to consider in the present case) but are not placed before the Court, the Court may similarly be compelled to decline to render an opinion.
B The Contention That the Court Would Be Going beyond Its Judicial Role
In the proceedings before the Court, it had been contended that the Court would have to play a legislative role. 113 It was argued that any decision made by the Court under the circumstances would be one that made the law rather than interpreted it. It is no doubt true that even when engaged In its advisory procedure, the Court remains a judicial organ and Is bound by general rules as to its judicial character. This has been emphasized both by the Permanent Court and by the present Court In the Eastern Carelia case, the Permanent Court stated that:
The Court, being a Court of Justice, cannot, even in advisory opinions, depart from the essential rules guiding their [sic] activity as a Court."* So too the ICJ stated in the HO Administrative Tribunal Opinion that
The Court is a judicial body and, In the exercise of its advisory functions, it is bound to remain faithful to the requirements of Its Judicial character.
"
Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that even though it is often maintained that the judicial function is to interpret and apply rather than to make the law, it does to some extent encompass a law-making function. 116 The ascertainment, Interpretation and application of a legal rule to particular facts require a certain amount of creativity, will be remembered that Fitzmaurice regarded the fact that the Court might be asked to act in a legislative capacity as one of the circumstances in which the Court ought not to render an opinion. 122 However, his concern seemed to be that the Court should not be asked to Involve itself in an explicit act oflaw reform, such as 'to make proposals for altering the law on some subject, or for amending a treaty instrument'.
hi the present case, the Court was not required to do anything other than it would otherwise do in its normal processes of ascertaining what the law is. It had to base its conclusions on the recognized sources of international law. It could not suggest what an ideal rule would be, but was bound to use its usual analytical processes to ascertain what the law is. Thus the Court held that:
It Is clear that the Court cannot legislate, and, In the circumstances of the present case, it is not called upon to do so. Rather its task is to engage in its normal judicial (unction of ascertaining the existence or otherwise of legal principles and rules applicable to the threat or use of nuclear weapons. The contention that the giving of an answer to the question posed would require the Court to legislate is based on a supposition that the present corpus juris is devoid of relevant rules in this matter. The Court could not accede to this argument it states the existing law and does not legislate. This is so even if, In stating and applying the law, the Court necessarily has to specify Its scope and sometimes note Its general trend.
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7 Conclusion
The Nuclear Weapons opinions go some way toward clarifying the extent of the advisory jurisdiction of the International Court. In deciding to respond to the request of the General Assembly, the Court has shown that the most Important factor relating to a request from that body is whether the Court is able to furnish an answer to the request on the basis of rules and principles of law that can be derived from admittedly authoritative sources. Whenever a request emanates from the General Assembly, it is not up to the Court to judge the political significance of the issue or to seek to examine the political effect that the opinion of the Court might have. Furthermore, it must be recognized that while the General Assembly does not possess coercive powers, it has a broad mandate to deliberate on matters of international concern and it also has a mandate in relation to the codification and progressive development of international law. A request from this body should only be dismissed in very exceptional circumstances. However, the Court must be careful that the circumstances permit it to provide an answer to the question asked. By this, I do not refer to the political circumstances but to the nature of the question posed and the issue of whether the question is one that the Court is able to answer in the light of the information before it Thus, while the Court is able to respond to requests for advisory opinions on abstract questions, the Court has a duty, before delivering such an opinion, to ensure that it has sufficient facts at its disposal and that the nature of the question is such that it can be answered in the abstract. With respect to the request from the WHO, the Court has reaffirmed that requests from specialized agencies must relate to matters within the mandate of those organizations. However, in assessing what is within the competence of international organizations, the Court has adopted a very restrictive test It has departed from its previous jurisprudence and is no longer satisfied only on the basis of proof that the power being claimed is related to the purposes of the organization and would allow a full achievement of its objectives. In addition, the Court appears to have unduly limited the right of specialized agencies to request opinions on the interpretation of the constituent instruments of those organizations.
Comments on this article are invited on the EJIL's web site: <www.ejil.org>.
